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 Motivation: star formation Motivation: star formation 
induced by galaxy induced by galaxy 
collisionscollisions

 high end of the mass high end of the mass 
spectrum: tidal dwarf spectrum: tidal dwarf 
galaxies (TDG)galaxies (TDG)

      Ex.: Arp 105 (Duc & Ex.: Arp 105 (Duc & 
Mirabel 1994)Mirabel 1994)

 low end of the mass low end of the mass 
spectrum: young star spectrum: young star 
clusters (proto-globular clusters (proto-globular 
clusters?)                     clusters?)                     
first identified in mergersfirst identified in mergers

      Ex.: NGC3597 Ex.: NGC3597 
      (Lutz 1991)(Lutz 1991)



 Natural place to look for Natural place to look for 
new objects formed in new objects formed in 
galaxy collisions:          galaxy collisions:          
compact groupscompact groups

        high galaxy density;   high galaxy density;   
low velocity dispersion     low velocity dispersion     
(e.g., Iglesias-Páramo & (e.g., Iglesias-Páramo & 
Vílchez 2001; Gallagher Vílchez 2001; Gallagher 
et al. 2001)et al. 2001)

 Here: discovery of IHII in Here: discovery of IHII in 
 Stephan’s Quintet Stephan’s Quintet



Observations aiming to identify Observations aiming to identify 
TDGTDG

 Gemini NorthGemini North
 r’ and g’  GMOS imaging with seeing of  r’ and g’  GMOS imaging with seeing of  

~0.75” ~0.75” 
 multislit spectroscopy: masks 1” + R400 multislit spectroscopy: masks 1” + R400 

grating -> 8A resolution, 4000-8000A grating -> 8A resolution, 4000-8000A 
coveragecoverage



Multislit spectroscopy:Multislit spectroscopy:
 serendiptious serendiptious 

detection of 4 HII detection of 4 HII 
regions on the HI tail   regions on the HI tail   
(Williams et al. 2002)(Williams et al. 2002)

 projected distance to projected distance to 
the closest bright the closest bright 
member galaxy:          member galaxy:          
  > 25pc> 25pc

Intergalactic HII regions  Intergalactic HII regions  
    (IHII)(IHII)









 the 4 IHII regions are the 4 IHII regions are 
resolvedresolved

 region c is listed by region c is listed by 
Gallagher et al. (2001) Gallagher et al. (2001) 
as a candidate stellar as a candidate stellar 
cluster and by Sulentic cluster and by Sulentic 
et al. (2001) as a et al. (2001) as a 
candidate extragalactic candidate extragalactic 
HII regionHII region



 IHII radial velocities IHII radial velocities 
are within are within ±20 km/s of ±20 km/s of 
the HI velocity: the HI velocity: 

      physical association of physical association of 
the knots with the the knots with the 
cloudcloud



metallicitiesmetallicities
 N2 calibrator (Denicoló, Terlevich & Terlevich 2002)         N2 calibrator (Denicoló, Terlevich & Terlevich 2002)         

    
            [NII][NII]λλ6584/H6584/Hαα
<12+log(O/H)>=8.6<12+log(O/H)>=8.6
(Sun: 8.8(Sun: 8.8±0.1)±0.1)

 object c: 8.64 object c: 8.64 ±0.25±0.25
  using [OIII]/Husing [OIII]/Hββ (Edmunds & Pagel 1984): 8.4  (Edmunds & Pagel 1984): 8.4 ±0.2±0.2

    →→  the IHII have been formed from pre-enriched materialthe IHII have been formed from pre-enriched material



ages:ages:

 Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999):       Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999):       
solar metallicity, Salpeter IMF, solar metallicity, Salpeter IMF, 
instantaneous burstinstantaneous burst

 ages from EW(Hages from EW(Hαα):   3.2 – 5.6 Myr):   3.2 – 5.6 Myr
      mean: 4.6 Myrmean: 4.6 Myr



mass:mass:
 mass from the emission rate of ionizing fotons, Q(Hmass from the emission rate of ionizing fotons, Q(H00) , ) , 

estimated from Lestimated from L(H(Hαα): ): 
      (2.9(2.9±1.4) x 10±1.4) x 1044 M Msunsun

 expected number of O stars: ~20 to ~200expected number of O stars: ~20 to ~200

 mass from the luminosity of the stellar componentmass from the luminosity of the stellar component
      R-band luminosities corrected for line-emission: (4.5R-band luminosities corrected for line-emission: (4.5±2.8) ±2.8) 

x 10x 1044 M Msunsun

 Lower limits because of internal extinctionLower limits because of internal extinction
        region c:   region c:   (H(Hαα/H/Hββ)=4.4 → A)=4.4 → ARR ~ 1 mag ~ 1 mag
        masses might be at least twice these valuesmasses might be at least twice these values





other examples of similar other examples of similar 
phenomenaphenomena

 Gerhard et al. (2002): Virgo clusterGerhard et al. (2002): Virgo cluster
      M~10M~103 3 

  MMsun   sun          d       dprojproj~18 kpc to NGC4388~18 kpc to NGC4388

 Gavazzi et al. (2003): dwarf/HII galaxies in Gavazzi et al. (2003): dwarf/HII galaxies in 
a group falling in the cluster A1367a group falling in the cluster A1367

      M=10M=1077 – 10 – 101212 M Msunsun
            

      near bright galaxiesnear bright galaxies



 Summary of the IHII Summary of the IHII 
characteristics:characteristics:

1- compact (except for 1- compact (except for 
region b) but resolvedregion b) but resolved

2- high metallicities    2- high metallicities    
(~60% solar)(~60% solar)

3- masses of the order of 3- masses of the order of 
101044 M Msunsun

4- ages ranging from          4- ages ranging from          
3.2 to 5.6 Myr3.2 to 5.6 Myr

5- located far from bright 5- located far from bright 
galaxies galaxies 

6- coincide in location and 6- coincide in location and 
velocity with the HI tailvelocity with the HI tail



What is the origin of the IHII in What is the origin of the IHII in 
StephanStephan’s Quintet?’s Quintet?

 were they removed from some galaxy?were they removed from some galaxy?
typical ejection velocities ~200-300 km/stypical ejection velocities ~200-300 km/s
TTejecteject > 10 > 1088 yr yr

Ages: a few MyrAges: a few Myr

 probably they were formed where they are probably they were formed where they are 
observedobserved



origins…origins…

→ → tidal interactions?tidal interactions?
→ → interactions with a interactions with a 

hot intergalactic hot intergalactic 
medium?medium?

→ …→ …??



some questions…some questions…

 role of the IHII in the role of the IHII in the 
pollution of the pollution of the 
intergalactic medium?intergalactic medium?

 how common the IHII how common the IHII 
are?are?


